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NEVERTHELESS,
THEY PERSISTED
By: Maile Pingel

A

s the New York-based professional development
program Mentorship for Women in Architecture marks
its third year, there is much to celebrate—but still
much to do.

OUR MISSION IS SIMPLE.
FOR 3 YEARS MWA HAS INTRODUCED WOMEN
PRACTITIONERS IN ALL STAGES OF THEIR CAREERS TO THE
VIBRANT COMMUNITY OF EXPERIENCED AND PASSIONATE
FEMALE PROFESSIONALS. THESE PROFESSIONALS ARE
DELIBERATELY SELECTED FROM DIVERSE ETHNIC AND
CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS, HAVE ALL RISEN IN THE FIELD,
BALANCED THEIR CAREERS AND FAMILY, MANAGED TO MAKE
A LIVING WHILE PURSUING A CAREER IN ARCHITECTURE,
AND/OR PROCEEDED TO SUCCESSFULLY RISE IN THE
RANKS, PROVING THAT THERE ARE MANY WAYS FOR
WOMEN TO PERSEVERE AND PREVAIL IN THE PROFESSION
OF ARCHITECTURE. THE PROGRAM OFFERS RESOURCES,
INSPIRATION AND INSIGHTS, AS WELL AS ONE-ON-ONE
MENTORING TO ADDRESS THE NEEDS OF WOMEN IN
PRACTICE, WITH THE GOAL OF RETAINING PRACTITIONERS IN
THE FIELD OF ARCHITECTURE FOR THE LONG TERM.
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When architect Anik Pearson, Principal at Anik Pearson Architect P.C. in Manhattan, had the idea to launch a mentorship
program for women newly entering her field, she knew it would
fill a critical void. What she didn’t quite imagine was the
immediate success it would find. Nor could she have imagined
that the coming pandemic would have a positive influence on
the program’s growth. Alongside her partners in the project, firm colleague Angelique Pierre, RA, and Nancy Kleppel
of strategy and business development firm, Nancy Kleppel
Consulting, Pearson watched with gratification as women (and
men) responded. Guest speakers said yes. Attendance grew.
And the professional friendships that they hoped might spark
between mentors and mentees became a reality. Mentorship for
Women in Architecture (MWA) is now an international success
with attendees across five continents. “With three seasons
of seminars now under our belt, we have so many facts and
figures to share,” says Pearson proudly. “Heartwarming
stories, too.”
The program launched in fall of 2019 (it was originally called
Women Entering the Profession of Architecture) and followed a simple format of meeting in host architecture offices
around the city. Each session engaged two experienced female
architects—early speakers included such luminaries as Joan
Krevlin FAIA, Barbara Spandorf FAIA, and Frances Halsband

(L to R) MWA Co-founders, Anik Pearson, AIA, Principal at Anik Pearson
Architect P.C.; firm colleague Angelique Pierre, RA; and Nancy Kleppel of
strategy and business development firm, Nancy Kleppel Consulting.

FAIA—to discuss myriad aspects of careers in the field. Studies
have shown that while the same number of male and female
students graduate from architecture school, many women leave
their careers early, citing feelings of discouragement: long
office hours that compromise family life, low pay, few opportunities, and a lack of role models. “From the moment we started
to ask, women at all stages of their careers stepped up to participate in paving the way for this next generation of women
architects,” says Kleppel. “We’ve made a good start in creating
what I like to call ‘the old girls’ network,” a living and breathing thing that connects younger women needing guidance to
more seasoned professionals who are happy to offer it. “
By creating a community, the trio aims to encourage more
women to stay in the field. “But MWA is about more than just
mentorship,” explains Pearson. “As Nancy often says, it’s about
‘championing’ women. It’s about communicating to incoming practitioners the entire gamut of what’s possible It’s also
about making sure that the excellent design work being done
by women is seen.” By introducing newcomers to architects
who have overcome obstacles to enjoy thriving careers, the
program is dismantling outdated conventions. “Biases surround us from our earliest days, but these obstacles are false,”
Pearson continues, noting that people even in trusted roles
(parents, friends, guidance counselors) can undermine futures
with questions disguised as advice. “Are you sure you want to
pursue architecture? You’ll have to give up having a family;
you’ll be tied to a desk,” she parrots. “I truly believe that
these biases discourage women from pursuing their ambitions
before they’ve even tried.” It’s also why MWA supports sisterly
organizations including the AIA’s Women in Architecture (WIA)
committees in the New York City, Long Island, and Brooklyn
chapters; AIANY’s Emerging New York Architects Committee
(ENYA) that encourages leadership among young architects and
allied professionals in the design and construction fields; and
Move Over Bob, a digital community for women in the trades.
But just as MWA found its footing, the pandemic forced it into
an online-only format. There were initial concerns over how
to keep momentum going, but much to Pearson, Pierre, and
Kleppel’s surprise, the organization grew. By going virtual they
were able to reach a bigger audience. At present, MWA has
mentors and mentees in 45 states, as well as Washington D.C.
and Puerto Rico, and in eleven countries: Canada, Sudan, Italy,
Spain, the United Kingdom, Chile, Nepal, Venezuela, China
(Hong Kong), Russia, and Denmark. More than half of the par-

ticipants are from outside Manhattan—a remarkable feat for
what began as a local meetup. “While each mentee has their
own definition of success and their own unique path, they
also have our network to support them with contacts, opportunities, and encouragement,” notes Pierre. There are helpful
online resources like a job board (“That’s been particularly
important at a time when the market for talent is exceptionally
tight,” adds Kleppel), as well as editorial posts about mentors’
projects. MWA is currently looking for funding to produce a
series of video interviews with women practitioners that would
become part of a publicly accessible archive.
Part of what makes MWA such a success—apart from the
tenacity of its founders—is that it emphasizes inclusivity with
a roster of ethnically and culturally diverse speakers (Vivien
Lee, FAIA of Woods Bagot; Nalina Moses of Tiffany & Co.; and
Nadia Jarrett of the NYC DDC, among them) which in turn
draws an equally diverse group of attendees, all in need of
similar counsel. Many attendees come for insight into building
a career path while keeping a healthy work-life balance. Others
ask about maintaining creativity in their work. And because

Barbara Spandorf at the March 4 2020 seminar held at Anik Pearson
Architect speaking about Following Your Interests.

the seminars are conversational, questions are encouraged—no
subject off limits. “How do you hone ambition and turn it into
a meaningful career, not just a string of projects?” queried
attendee Danielle Ryba. Developing professional relationships,
advocating for oneself, and becoming a better leader are also
popular topics. “Seeing how other architects have achieved
their goals keeps me motivated,” says attendee Helena Ariza.
In turn, seminars have given mentors a fresh sense of purpose.
“In my presentation a few weeks back, I was the most honest
I’ve ever been in speaking about my career outside of close
friends,” says Pierre, who got her license during MWA’s first
season. “I’m incredibly proud that we’ve built a community
where women feel supported enough to share their insecurities, their doubts, and their frustrations as openly as they do
their successes. Our mentors share what makes them tick, why
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Past Speakers.
Participating Mentors.

2021/22

Suzanne Musho
Arthi Krishnamoorthy
Alexandra Cuber
Angelique Pierre
Kim Yao
Mariam Cantelmi
Lori Brown
Harriet Harriss
Kathy Gallo
Kurt Robbins
Carol Doscher

2020/21

Katy Mercer
Lindsay Schack
Lindsay Love
Lori Ryker
Merritt Palminteri
Sophia Sparklin
Frances Halsband
Nalina Moses
Elizabeth O’Donnell
Peggy Deamer
Vivian Lee
Robert Lopez
Nadia Jarrett
Katherine Chia
Joann Gonchar
Brett Gaillard
Susanna Sirefman
Daria Pizzetta
Ann Marie Baranowski

2019/20

Joan Krevlin
Anik Pearson
Caitlin Martusewicz
Lissa So
Nicole Dosso
Michi Yanagishita & Yen Ha
Barbara Spandorf
Elizabeth Graziolo
Claire Weisz
Nancy Kleppel
Esther Sperber

Top: Audience at the March 4 2020 seminar held at Anik Pearson Architect hearing Elizabeth Graziolo speaking about starting her own firm.

Past speakers and participating mentors.

Bottom: Nicole Dosso and Michi Yanagishita at the January 22
2020 seminar held at Front Studio speaking about Taking the
Long View.
they practice, how their practice is shaped by things unique
to them, and how the things they didn’t plan for shaped their
careers,” she continues. For mentor Lissa So, founding partner
of Marvel Architects, the talk was about practical matters like
how to write a proposal, insurance, and invoicing; for Caitlin
Martusewicz, partner at Cycle Architecture + Planning, it was
about patience and staying true to one’s passions. “A career
can take a meandering path,” said Elizabeth O’Donnell, former
acting dean and professor at the Irwin S. Chanin School of
Architecture of The Cooper Union, at her seminar. “Say ‘yes’ to
opportunities that come your way,” she added. “It may just be
the thread that will link projects of significance in your entire
career.”
“I got to where I am today by having a portfolio of quality
projects, a loyal clientele, a trusted team of collaborators, a
diverse staff, and by doggedly—purposefully—challenging
conventions,” reflects Pearson, whose firm celebrates its 20th
anniversary this year. “Individually, we have the power to
change the course of our lives. We just have to dig in.” Her
success, and that of MWA, is just the inspiration young women
need to see. As attendee Inês Raposo put it, “Life paths are
diverse, and the possibilities are infinite.” l
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For more information and to RSVP for upcoming events, visit
womeninarchitecture.net.
Instagram @mwa_mentorship
Facebook @mwa_mentorship
LinkedIn at Mentorship for Women in Architecture

Maile Pingel is a freelance writer in Los Angeles. She holds an
MPhil in the Decorative Arts from the University of Glasgow and
worked as a researcher in the Decorative Arts Department at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art before joining Architectural
Digest as Research Editor. She has contributed to numerous
design books, including co-authoring Architectural Digest: Autobiography of a Magazine, 1920-2010 with the late Paige Rense.
She has served as a judge for AIA Los Angeles at Dwell on Design
and writes for multiple outlets, including Luxe Interiors + Design
and the Washington Post.

Anik Pearson has extensive experience with residential constructions and renovations. Since founding the award-winning
practice Anik Pearson Architect in 2001, she has reliably guided
each client to embrace a sustainable approach to design. Her
work is widely recognized for its meticulously crafted buildings
aspiring for sophistication and permanence, and thoughtful project planning designed to reduce the project’s ecological footprint
and impact on the environment’s finite resources.
In addition to being an Architect and business owner, Anik is
proficient at freehand drawing, photography, sculpture, and
martial arts. She has also been leading efforts to support women
in architecture through the Mentoring Women in Architecture
(MWA), as well as architecture students at the Cooper Union
through the creation of the Sue Ferguson Gussow endowed
scholarship.
She is a member of the AIA, a certified LEED AP, a former Certified WBE business owner, and is currently an appointed State
Board Member and Vice-Chair of the New York State Board for
Architecture, Office of the Professions.
For over 25 years Nancy Kleppel has worked as a strategic
consultant to AEC industry professionals, consistently delivering
measurable results. She persuasively articulates the objective
value her clients provide and creates effective purpose driven,
results oriented project teams. Nancy began her career as a

practicing architectural designer and shifted focus early, serving
as Director of Business Development for SOM NY. She understands the particular challenges that firms face in building a
design identity and gaining recognition in a highly competitive
environment. She brings clarity and focus to that effort, providing firm strategy and management advice, client and project
development, branding, communications and outreach, as well
as communication and interview coaching and training for design
and construction professionals.
Nancy is a native New Yorker and holds a BA from Brown University and a M. Arch from Harvard University.
Angelique Pierre is a Senior Project Architect at Anik Pearson Architect P.C. Following various apprenticeships, Angelique
joined Anik Pearson Architect in 2011.
Angelique has managed many of the firm’s largest residential
projects, including some of the most complex apartment and
townhouse renovations. She enjoys collaborating directly with
clients to help them realize their visions of a home enhanced to
meet their specific needs, with a keen eye for refining the details
that make each project unique.
Angelique completed her Bachelor of Architecture at the Cooper
Union School of Architecture, where she was a William Cooper
Mack Thesis Fellow.
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